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Tamikast (oseltamivir 75 mg)

  

When ordering a prepaid course - a discount of 3000 rubles! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price  

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerAprazer  

Description 

Basic informationDescriptionOrder, delivery and payment

Buy Tamikast (oseltamivir 75 mg)

Tamikast, a modern antiviral drug used to fight viral colds such as flu or coronavirus, is available for ordering from an online pharmacy.
Deliveries are made directly from the warehouse of the Indian pharmaceutical company Aprazer, which guarantees the high quality of the drug.
Before buying Tamikast in a pharmacy, consult a specialist!

Tamikast capsule price

The Indian drug Tamikast is a generic version of the well-known antiviral drug Tamiflu from the American biopharmaceutical company Gilead
Sciences. The original has proven itself well in suppressing the influenza virus, and the drug has also been used to treat severe viral colds. The
Indian version is in no way inferior to the original, it contains the same amount of active substance, is also effective in combating the spread of
influenza and is recommended for the prevention and treatment of coronavirus. The difference between the generic and the original is only the
cost, which is significantly lower than that of the analogue, which ensures the availability of Tamikast to patients of any social groups of the
pharmacy is supplied by Tamikast directly from India, so that the price is not burdened with additional markups.
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In the course of clinical studies of the active substance of the drug, oseltamivir, its inhibitory effect on infected cells was revealed. In the process
of fighting the cells infected with the virus, the drug makes it impossible for the disease to multiply and spread. Reviews of Tamikast speak of its
effectiveness in the first days of admission after the diagnosis.

Description of Tamikast

Tamikast is a quick dissolving capsule, each containing 75 milligrams of osimeltavir as a white or yellowish powder. The capsules are packed in
a blister of 10 pieces.

Application of Tamikast (oseltamivir 75 mg)

Tamikast capsules are prescribed by the attending physician for diagnosed flu, coronavirus or as a prophylaxis for viral colds. The medicine is
taken twice a day, one capsule, regardless of food intake, with a large amount of liquid. The drug is taken in strict accordance with the doctor's
recommendations.

Contraindications Tamikast

Tamikast is not recommended for use in people with severe kidney damage, hypersensitivity to the drug's components and in children under 1
year of age.

Order Tamikast (oseltamivir 75 mg)

Our online pharmacy ensures complete anonymity when ordering Tamikast in the following ways:

by filling out the form on the product page;
by ordering a call back;
when you call the pharmacy's free round-the-clock phone.

Our consultant will tell you about the drug and help you complete the order.

How is Tamikast delivered?

In any, even the most remote settlement of Russia, the Tamikast drug in the required quantity will be delivered as soon as possible using the
international courier service EMS, the details can be obtained from the consultant in the online chat on the website.

Tamikast payment (oseltamivir 75 mg)

The drug Tamikast in the pharmacy is provided on a postpaid payment system - first you receive an order, then you pay. This allows you to
verify the quality of the packaging and the drug, the presence of branded holograms and the coincidence of the batch numbers and series. If
you pay for the order during checkout, the online pharmacy will provide a good discount on the entire purchase amount.
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